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Instructions for MTM design manual
(Instructions to the customer)

1.This manual is authorized to sales department by RCMTM platform, and the sales department can 
market it in the market based on market conditions
2.This code " " means standard craftmanship of RCMTM,while the code with" * "means special 
craftmanship for tuxedo.
3.If customer do not choose any style for one item, we will do the standard
4.The craftmanship in same item can not be chosen at the same time,say Center vent and Vent with 
strap can not be chosen at same time.No lapel buttonhole and Real straight
lapel buttonhole can not be chosen at the same time.No slit & buttonhole and Appoint sleeve slit 
color can not be chosen at the same time.
5.There is no need to input the standard styles codes on system,just input the personalized style.
6.All the codes needed must be input into the system, if the existed codes can not meet customers
special request, apply to the system. We will apply for you. If application gets approved, we will
release new code.
7. We will design and replenish new style according to market condition and optimize existed style, 
update regularly
8.RCMTM reserves the right to the interpretation of terms and conditions.
9.Customer has to understand above info.and accept before using the manual.

2018
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D-00AA

D-000A

D-00C1

D-000B D-00C2 D-0AAA

D-0AAB D-0BAA

Canvas style

Half canvas Middle-end canvasFull canvas

Semi-hand made-full canvas Fused Fully hand made-half canvas Semi-hand made-half canvas

Fully-hand made-full canvas

chest piece chest piece

chest piece

chest piece chest piece

handmade

handmade

chest piece chest piece chest piece

woven fabric

woven fabric woven fabric woven fabric

woven fabric
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D-00D1

D-6A00

D-69Y1

No chest canvas

System code

No system order

Specify the version

Customer appointed style numbe

woven fabric
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D-6001 D-6002 D-6003

D-6004 D-6005 D-6006

D-601U D-6699
D-6007

D-6009 D-6007 D-600R

Notch lapel Peak lapel Semi-notch lapel

Semi-peak lapel Shawl lapel Fish mouth lape

Duck mouth lapel Peak lapel with splice in
the middle,customer
appoint inner splice fabric-

Closed collar

Lapel styles

Lower arc peak lapelStand collar with collar band Closed collar
with collar band
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D-601A D-601Z D-60A1

D-60HJ D-60J1 D-60J7

D-690E D-690R

Napoleon collar V shape collar

(without collar band and lapel)
TQ stand collar
with tab and button
(has collar stand)

V shape square stand collar
(with collar band)

Shawl lapel with splice
 on gorge, collar face 
appoint fabric-

Shawl lapel,cut to 
peak lapel style

E shawl lapel Peak lapel align at
collar point

D-601R

Tux collar style
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D-6681 D-6682 D-6683

D-6684 D-6685 D-6686

D-6693 D-6687

Notch lapel with left
square tab

(Sport collar A)

Notch lapel with left
point tab
(Sport collar B)

Notch lapel with
left trapezoid tab
(Sport collar C)

Notch lapel with
left loop
(Sport collar D)

Notch lapel with
left round tab
(Sport collar F)

Notch lapel with left
removable point tab

(Sport collar G)

Notch lapel with both left and
right removable point tab

Notch lapel with
removable round tab

(Sport collar J)
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D-60G1 D-60G2

D-6531 D-6533

Collar and lapel
point style

Normal small round
collar and lapel point

Square collar
and lapel point

One dart
under lapel

Double darts
under lapel

60E1 Lapel 1cm longer
60E2 Lapel 2cm longer
60E3 Lapel 1cm shorter
60E4 Lapel 2cm shorter
60E5 Lapel 3cm longer
60E6 Lapel 4cm longer
60E7 Lapel 5cm shorter

Adjustment on lapel length

 Lapel dart



D-6541
D-6542 D-6543

D-6544 D-6545 D-6546
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D-6547 D-6548 D-6549

D-6550 D-605Z D-654Y

Lapel location

Left lapel sham
buttonhole

Right lapel sham buttonhole
(no left sham buttonhole)

Sham buttonhole
on both sides

No lapel
buttonhole

Double left sham
lapel buttonhole

Double right
sham lapel
buttonhole

Real buttonhole
on right lapel

Real buttonhole
on both side

3 real buttonholes
on left and 2 real
buttonholes on right

Three Left sham
lapel buttonholes

Three left sham

lapel buttonholes

Left & right both
three sham lapel 
buttonholes,
divided equally 
on lapel

lapel buttonholes
and one right sham
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D-655K D-6551 D-6552

D-6553 D-6554
D-6556

D-6557

Lapel buttonhole style

Lapel real straight
0.5cm buttonhole

Normal straight
buttonhole

Normal round point
buttonhole

Functional
straight lapel
ÿbuttonhole

Real round point
buttonhole

Real straight
buttonhole with
temporary stitch

Real round buttonhole
with temporary sitch

Lapel buttonhole length

D-6562 2.4cm lapel buttonhole
D-6563 2.7cm lapel buttonhole
D-6564 3.0cm lapel buttonhole
D-65AE 2.0cm lapel buttonhole
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D-6555 D-6558 D-6559

Lapel buttonhole style

60EB Lapel handmade buttonhole, no seal
655F Arc lapel buttonhole(only handmade)

664M Lapel handmade buttonhole
666J Lapel no buttonhole

end of hole to head of hole appint color-
655H Double colors arc lapel(only handmade)

Rmark:above lapel buttonhole detail refer to company released file

Folower loop thread style

Lapel flower loop Lapel flower loop match 
linning fabric

Flower loop
color-customer appoint
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D-655C D-055A D-655B

 Lapel by hand

Lapel be fixed by
temporary stitch

Lapel buttonhole thread color

D-65A1 Lapel buttonhole thread match with fabric color
D-65A2 Lapel buttonhole thread match with lining color
D-65A3 Lapel buttonhole thread-customer appoint

Lapel with one button style

Button under right lapel Left lapel with one real straight buttonhole,
 right lapel with one button 
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D-6651 D-665P D-665S

D-665V D-69J1 D-6X0P

D-6671

D-6672

-

D-6673

D-6679

Collar fabric

Satin collar 1cm satin rim on collar 1.2cm satin
rim on collar

Collar surface fabric
customer appointed-

Collar fabric with customer
appointed fabric back side-

Collar face same 
with body fabric

Match fabric Fabric collar felt

Collar felt customer
appointed- Fabric collar felt with

customer apppointed
fabric back side

Collar felt style
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Collar tab

D-6666 Collar rab with customer appointed fabri

D-6674 Customer appoint fabric for insede collar-

Fabric for inside collar
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D-6012

D-602B

D-602C

D-6013

D-602D D-602E

D-6014
D-6023

Buttons

Single breasted
two button

Single breasted 3
buttons, lapel roll
to the 2nd button

Single breasted
three buttons

Single breasted 3 buttons,
lapel roll to middle of the
1st and 2nd buttons

Single breasted four
buttons,Lapel roll to
the second button

Single breasted 4 button,
lapel end between 1 and
2 button

Single breasted
four buttons

Single breasted
five buttons
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D-6015 D-6016

D-6019 D-6020

D-6011 D-6018

D-601Q D-6027

Double breasted
four buttons (tw
obuttons fasten)

Double breasted six
buttons (two buttons fasten)

Double breasted six
buttons (three
buttons fasten)

Single breasted 6
buttons

Single breasted
one button

Double breasted
six buttons (one
button fasten)

Double breasted
six buttons (two
buttons fasten)

Double breasted
six buttons (three
buttons fasten)
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D-6028 D-6029

D-602A D-602K

D-602M D-602S

D-6037 D-6A15

Double breasted
two buttons (one
button fasten)

Double breasted
eight buttons (three
buttons fasten)

Double breasted
ten buttons (three
buttons fasten)

Double breasted
ten buttons (four
buttons fasten)

Single breasted
six buttons

Single breasted
six buttons

Double breasted
four buttons (one
button fasten)

Single breasted
four button

Single breasted
D-6061

seven buttons
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D-6642

)

Lapel width options

60W6 Lapel width 6.5cm
60W7 Lapel width 7.0cm
60W8 Lapel width 7.5cm
60W9 Lapel width 7.6cm

60X1 Lapel width 8.5cm
60X7 Lapel width 8.1cm
60X8 Lapel width 8.4cm
60X9 Lapel width 8.8cm

60Y1 Lapel width 9.4cm
60Y2 Lapel width 9.6cm
60Y3 Lapel width 9.7cm
60Y4 Lapel width 9.9cm
60Y5 Lapel width 13.0cm
60Y6 Lapel width 11.4cm
60Y7 Lapel width 12.7cm
60Y8 Lapel width 14.0cm
60Y9 Lapel width 12.3cm

60WC Lapel width 7.4cm
(Small lapel point)

60Y0 Laple width 9.5cm

lapel width

60YA Lapel width 8.0cm
(closed collar point length)
60YB Lapel width 6.5cm
(closed collar point length)
60YC Lapel width 9.5cm
(closed collar point length)
60YD Lapel width 8.0cm
(closed collar point length)
60YE Lapel width 12.1cm
(up collar wide and lower narrow)
60YF Lapel width 7.2cm
(closed collar point length)
60YG Lapel width 10.5cm
(closed collar point length)

closed collar point length

60N1 Lapel width 7.9cm
60N2 Lapel width 8.3cm
60N3 Lapel width 8.6cm
60N4 Lapel width 8.9cm
60N5 Lapel width 9.0cm
60N6 Lapel width 9.5cm
60N7 Lapel width 9.3cm
60N8 Lapel width 10.2cm
60N9 Lapel width 10.0cm
60NA Lapel width 10.1cm
60NC Lapel width 9.1cm
60S1 Lapel width 10.8cm
60S2 Lapel width 11cm
60S4 Lapel width 8cm
60S5 Lapel width 4.0cm
60S6 Lapel width 5.3cm
60S8 Lapel width 5.5cm
60S9 Lapel width 7.5cm
60SA Lapel width 7.0cm
60SC Lapel width 11.2cm
60SD Lapel width 6.0cm
60SE Lapel width 11.1cm
60SF Lapel width 10.5cm
60W1 Lapel width 5.0cm
60W4 Lapel width 6.0cm

Front buttonhole style

Slant button hole

60ND: lapel width 9.8cm
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D-6640 D-6641

Front buttoning

Normal buttoning Anchors buttons

D-664W No buttonholes or button for front jacket,
send buttons and thread with order

D-664Q No 1st front button and buttonhole

Front buttonhole thread

668A Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9949
668B Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C2740
668C Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9114
668D Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C1172
668E Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C1202
668F Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9631
668G Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9623
668H Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C7978
668J Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C7305
668K Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C7201
668L Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C7279
668M Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C8989
668N Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C8587
668P Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C8501
668Q Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9313
668R Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C237
668S Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C1257
668T Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C5744
668V Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-5337
668W Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C5229
668X Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C5345
668Y Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C6935
668Z Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C2427
669A Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C3853
669B Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C3993
669C Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C3646
669D Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C3966
669E Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C4300
669F Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C4983
669G Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C4328
669H Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C1740
66M1 Front buttonhole thread match fabric
66M2 Front buttonhole thread customer appoint color-
66P8:Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C9770
66P9:Front buttonhole thread customer appoint-C7930
66MA:Front first buttonhole thread appointed-



D-6643 D-6644 D-6645

D-6646

Buttoning style

"=" shape
buttoning

"+"shape
buttoning

Claw shape
buttoning(only
for hand mad

Square buttoning

Button and buttonhole option

Machine made buttonhole
Manually buttoning and
buttonhole

D-6647 Clip thread buttonholing
D-664P Handmade buttonho

Buttoning thread coloR

D-664C Buttoning thread cololr match buttonhole thread color 
D-664D Buttoning thread customer appointed 
D-664E Buttoning thread color match button color

Buttoning thread

D-664A Match fabric
D-664B Buttoning thread customer appointed

D-6648
D-6649



D-6521 D-6522

D-6523

Chest dart style

With chest dart No chest dart

Jujube pit shape
chest dart

Chest dart standard

652A Chest dart0.8CM
652C Chest dart1.1CM
652D Chest dart0.6CM
652E Chest dart0.5CM
652F Chest dart0.3CM

D-60G5

Add dart on front under armhole
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D-6110

D-6100 D-6101 D-6102

D-6103 D-6111

D-61A1 D-61A2 D-61A3

D-6113 D-6119 D-6114

Breast Pocket

Normal breast pocketNo breast 
pocket

Arc breast pocket

Ship shape
breast pocket

Besom chest
pocket

Double besom with tab
and button breast pockets

Double besom with
pointed tab and button
breast pockets

Double besom with
square tab with button
breast pocket

Double besom with
round tab and button
breast pockets

Double besom with
flap breast pocket

Double besom with
flap and button
breast pocket

Zip besom pocket
with Poinflap and butt
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D-6115 D-6116 D-6150

D-6151 D-6121 D-6153

D-6154 D-61A4 D-6155

D-6180 D-6183 D-6184

Double besom zip
pocket

Double besom pocket
with diamond flap

Patch breast pocket

Patch chest pocket with
button&buttonhole

Patch pocket one pleat Patch pocket with
signle pleat and flap

Patch pocket
with flap

Patch pocket with
flap,button&buttonhole

Single pleat patch chest
pocket with diamond flap
pand button&buttonhole

Left divide pocket
with button and
buttonhole

Left and right division and left
breast pocket with button
and buttonhole

Front part with
left&right
segmentation
craft
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D-6118

D-611A

D-6186 D-6117

D-6129
D-6152

D-6156 D-6157 D-6158

D-61A5

Left and right division
breast pocket

Left & right patch
 breast pocket

Left and right zip
besom pocket with Point
flap and button

Left and right
patch pocket with

Left and right
pleat patch chest
pocket with diamond fla
pand button&buttonhole

1.0cm double besom pocket,
up and lower besom 0.5cm width

Welt left and right breast
 pocket(welt width:1.0CM)

Left and right
patch pocket with
flap,button&buttonhole

Single pleat patch chest
pocket with flap,
button&buttonhole

patch pocket with
signle pleat and
diamond flap

single pleat and flap

D-60J2

Ladder-shaped
breast pocket

D-6123

Patch pocket with flat
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D-6310 D-6311

D-6312 D-631A

-

D-631B

-

Breast pocket fixing style

Breast pocket
hidden seal stitch

Pull pocket

Breast pocket opened, inner
fabric can't be rolled out

Pull breast pocket,pocket fabric
customer appointed-

Pull breast pocket,use opposite
 side of fabric customer appointed-
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D-665N

D-665W

D-6300

Breast pocket style

Breast pocket fabric
customer appointed-

1.0CM wide split fabric on top
pocket customer appointed

Chest pocket style

D-66Q0 Chest pocket width 2.0cm 
D-66Q1 Chest pocket width 2.1cm 
D-66Q2 Chest pocket width 2.2cm 
D-66Q3 Chest pocket width 2.3cm 
D-66Q4 Chest pocket width 2.4cm 
D-66Q5 Chest pocket width 2.5cm 
D-66Q6 Chest pocket width 2.6cm 
D-66Q7 Chest pocket width 2.7cm 
D-66Q8 Chest pocket width 2.8cm 
D-66Q9 Chest pocket width 2.9cm 
D-66R2 Chest pocket width 3.5cm

Chest pocket sealing process

Chest pocket- standard
small seal stitching
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下口袋形式

D-6200

无下口袋

D-6201

正常下口袋

D-6202

正常下口袋加票袋

D-6204

正常下口袋加双开线票袋

D-6205

正常下口袋加拉链票袋

D-6211

菱形袋盖锁眼钉扣下口袋

D-6231

双开线下口袋

D-62M1

双开线加扣鼻钉扣下口袋

D-62M2

双开线加尖扣袢锁眼钉

扣下口袋

D-62M3

双开线加方扣袢锁眼钉扣

下口袋

D-62M4

双开线加圆扣袢锁眼钉扣

下口袋

D-6232

双开线下口袋加正常

票袋
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D-6254

D-6234 D-6235 D-6237

D-6238 D-6251

D-6255 D-6261 D-62A1

D-62A2 D-62A3 D-62A6

Double besom with doube
besom ticket pockets

double besom pocket with
zip ticket pocket

low pocket with
diamond flap

Normal zippered pocket
and zippered ticket pocket

normal welt pocket Normal slanted pockets

Normal lower pocket
with button and buttonhole

normal zippered pocket Normal zippered pocket
and double besom ticket pocket

Normal slanted pockets
with normal slanted 
ticket pocket

normal slant double pocket
and normal slant double 
besom ticket pocket

Normal slant pocket
with button
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D-62B1 D-62B2 D-62B3

D-62B6 D-62B0 D-62B7

D-62B8 D-62B9 D-62G6

D-62G7 D-62G8 D-62C1

Very slant lower pockets Very slanted pockets
with very slanted ticket pocket

Big slanted pockets
with double besom
ticket pocket

very slant low pocket
with diamond flap with
button and buttonhole

very slant double besom
with button and tab low pocket

very slant double besom
low pocket with pointed
tab and button&buttonhole

very slant double
besom low pocket

very slant single
besom low pocket

very slant low pocket
with diamond flap

very slant double besom
low pocket with square tab
and button&buttonhole

very slant double besom
low pocket with round tab
and button&buttonhole

very slanted lower pocket
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D-62D1 D-62D3 D-62D4

D-62C2 D-62C3 D-62C4

D-62C5 D-62C6 D-62C7

D-62C8 D-62C9 D-62E6

very slanted lower pocket,
with very slanted
ticket pocket

very slanted lower pocket
with very slanted
double ticket pocket

very slanted lower
pocket with diamond flap

very slanted double besom

lower pocket with square tab,
button and buttonhole

very slanted double besom 
lower pocket with rounded 
tab,button and buttonhole

very slanted double 
besom lower pocket 
with pointed tab,button 
and buttonhole

very slant diamond pocket
flap with button and
buttonhole lower pocket

very slanted double
besom lower pocket

very slanted double besom
lower pocket with loop and
button

normal slant double
besom pocket

normal slant double besom
pocket with normal slant
double besom ticket pocket

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with normal
slant besom zipper ticket pocket
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D-62D6 D-62N1 D-62N2

D-62N3 D-62N4 D-62N5

D-62F1 D-62F4 D-62G1

D-62J1 D-62U1 D-62U2

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with ÿ
tab and button

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with pointed
tab and button

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with square
tab and button

Normal slant
zippered pocket

Normal slant zipper lower
pocket and ticket pocket

Normal slant single
besom lower pocket

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket
with diamond flap

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket
with diamond flap

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with diamond
flap and button

Patch pockets Normal patch lower pocket
with point button tab
and button&buttonhole

Normal patch pocket with
square button tab and
button&buttonhole
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D-62U3 D-62K1

D-62K3 D-62K4 D-62Y1

D-62Y2 D-62Y3 D-62Y4D-62K5

D-6239 D-623A D-623E

normal patch pocket with
rounded button tab and
button&buttonhole

Normal patch pocket
with button and buttonhole

Patch single pleat
with diamound flap

Patch with diamound
flap and button

Patch single pleat
with flap

Patch single pleat
with flap and button

double pleat lower pocket patch lower pocket
with one pleat

Patch with diamound flap
double besom lower pocket
above besom width 0.5cm,
under besom width 1cm.

Normal double besom add

trapezoid squared flap
lower pocket

double besom pocket,
the top with customer
appoint fabric--
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D-62K7 D-62K8 D-62L2

D-62Y6 D-62Y7 D-62Y8

D-62Y9 D-62L4 D-62S1

D-62M8 D-62M9 D-6201

patch slanted pocket with flap slant patch lower pocket
with one pleat

patch with flap below pocket Patch pocket
with flap and button

patch single pleat pocket
with diamond flap
and button&buttonhole

Welt slanted pockets

Patch pocket with
flap and pointed tab and button

Patch pocket with
flap and square tab and button

Patch pocket with 
flap and round tab and button

Normal slant patch bottom pocket Normal slant patch
double pleat below pocket

Normal pockets
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D-62K9 D-62M5 D-62M6

D-62M7 D-62T1 D-62T2

D-62T3 D-62T4 D-62T5

D-62T6 D-6267 D-62E8

slant patch lower pocket
with one pleat and flap

Normal slant patch bottom pocket
with pointed tab and button

Normal slant patch bottom pocket
with square tab and button

very slant patch single pleat pocket

very slant patch low pocket
with pointed tab and button&buttonhole

very slant patch low pocket
with square tab and button&buttonhole

Normal slant patch bottom pocket
with round tab and button

very slant patch low pocket very slant patch
double pleats low pocket

very slant patch low pocket
with round tab and button&buttonhole

2.5cm welt lower pocket customer appoint the Patch pocket
with 1.0cm contrast fabric on the edge
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D-62G9 D-62S4 D-62S5

D-62S6

4.0CM normal slant single
besom lower pocket

3CM single besom
slant lower pocket

3.5CM single besom slant lower pocket

low pocket with flap on overcoat

D-62LD

Big patch pocket with flap

D-62SN

4.5cm single besome
slanted pocket

D-62SQ
5.5cm width besome slanted 
pocket center with button
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D-6270 D-6271 D-627A

D-6272 D-6273 D-6274

D-6275 D-6276 D-6277

D-6278 D-6279 D-6280

D-6290 D-6281 D-6282

D-6283 D-6284 D-6285

Ticket Pocket Style

Normal ticket pocket single besom ticket pocket besom ticket pocket
Patch ticket pocket Patch ticket pocket with flap patch ticket with diamond flap

besom ticket pocket
with flap with button

besom ticket pocket
with pointed flap with button

besom ticket pocket
with tab with button

patch ticket pocket
with diomand falp button&buttonhole

Patch pocket
with flap and button

:slant welt ticket pocket

double slant ticket pocket
with diamond flap,button&buttonhole

besom ticket pocket
with sqaure tab with button

besom ticket pocket
with round tab with button

double slant ticket pocket
with diamond flap

double slant ticket pocket
with tap/button and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with diamond flap, button and buttonhole
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D-6286 D-6287 D-6288

D-6289 D-62W1 D-62W2

D-62W3 D-62W4 D-62X9

D-62W5 D-62W6 D-62W7

D-62W8 D-62W9 D-62Z1

D-62Z2 D-62Z3 D-62Z4

double slant ticket pocket
with button and loop

double slant ticket pocket with
pointed tap/button and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with square tap/button and buttonhole

Normal slant patch ticket pocket
with flap and button very slant single besom ticket pocket

very slant double besom ticket pocket

double slant ticket pocket
with rounded tap/button&buttonhole

Normal slant patch ticket pocket

Normal slant patch ticket pocket with flap

very slant double besom ticket pocket
with diamond flap very slant double besom ticket pocket

with flap

very slant patch low pocket
with flap button&buttonhole

Normal patch ticket pocket
with diamond flap

Normal patch ticket pocket
with diamond flap and button

very slanted patch ticket pocket
with diamond flap

very slant double besom ticket pocket
with diamond flap button and buttonhole

very slant double besom
with button and tab ticket pocket

very slant double besom ticket pocket
with pointed tab and button&buttonhole
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D-62Z5 D-62Z6 D-62Z7

D-62Z8 D-62Z9 D-62V1

D-62V2 D-62V3 D-62V4

D-62V5 D-62V6 D-62V7

D-62V8 D-62V9 D-62X1

D-62X2 D-62X3 D-62X4

Ticket pocket style:
very slant double besom
ticket pocket with square
tab and button&buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slant double besom
pocket with round tab
and button&buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slant patch ticket
 pocket

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double 
besom ticket pocket
with diamond flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double

besom ticket pocketwith flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double

besom ticket pocket
with flap, button 

and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slant patch ticket
pocket with flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slant patch ticket
pocket with diamond flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slant patch ticket

pocket with diamond flap
button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with diamond
flap, button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:very
 slanted double besom 
ticket pocket with
 loop and button

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double
besom ticket pocket
with pointed tab,

button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slant patch ticket
pocket with flap button
and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted besom
ticket pocket

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double
besom ticket pocket

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with square tab,
button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with rounded
tab, button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted patch
ticket pocket
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D-62X5 D-62X6 D-62X7

D-62X8 D-627H
D-62R4

D-62R5
D-62ZA

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted patch ticket
pocket with flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted patch 
ticket pocket with 
diamond flap

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted patch ticket
pocket with diamond flap,
button and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
very slanted patch ticket
pocket with flap,button
and buttonhole

Ticket pocket style:
No ticket pocket

Ticket pocket style:
double slant ticket pocket

double besom ticket pockst with flap
Ticket pocket style: left/ right double besom

ticket pocket adding diamoundflap with buttonhole and button 

D-627J
Double besome ticket pocket
with hexagone flat
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ticket pocket flap width

the width of ticket flap:3.5cm for ticket widthÿ6.0cm to the besom of low pocket

the width of ticket flap:3.8cm for ticket widthÿ6.5cm to the besom of low pocket

the width of ticket flap:4.0cm for ticket widthÿ6.5cm to the besom of low pocketthe width of ticket flap:4.0cm for ticket widthÿ6.5cm to the besom of low pocket
the width of ticket flap:4.3cm for ticket widthÿ7.0cm to the besom of low pocket
the width of ticket flap:4.5cm for ticket widthÿ7.0cm to the besom of low pocket
the width of ticket flap:4.8cm for ticket widthÿ7.0cm to the besom of low pocket

ticket pocket flap style

63B1 the flap of ticket pocket style:customer appoint fabric for ticket pocket falp

Ticket position

6670ticket pocket position:sapce from ticket and lower pocket is 5.5cm

outter pocket buttonhole thread

62H1exterior pockets buttonholes:exterior pockets buttonholes customer appointed color

62H2lower pocket buttonhole thread:match fabric
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D-6302
D-6301 D-6303

D-6304 D-6305

D-6313
D-6315

no bartack on the bottom pocket

Bartack on lower pocket

Lower pockets-- I shape bartack

Lower pockets-- D bartack

Lower pockets-- vertical bartack low pocket-horizontal bartack

Hidden seal stitch for bottom pocket

Pocket seal style

No seal stitch
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D-6314 D-6316

D-6317

D-6658
D-6659

Inside Pocket Flap Style

outside pocket flap linning 
use match fabric linning

outside pocket flap linning 
use body linning

outside pocket flap linning use fabric

Lower Pocket Flap Style

D-63A1 Customer point the outside of lower pocket flap fabric-

D-6665 customer appointed lower pocket besom and curtain

Lower Pocket Besom Fabric

the besom for lower pocket using the 
opposite of the customer appointed fabric

out below pocket besam 
appointed by customers-

63A3  Left collar point embroidery (2.5cm from collar point, 1cm from collar top edge)
63A4  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 4.3cm
63A5  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 4.5cm
63A6  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 4.8cm
63A7  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 5cm
63A8  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 5.3cm
63A9  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 5.5cm

63C1  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 6cm
63C2  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 6.5cm
63C3  The width of lower pocket flap:lower pocket flap width 7cm

Lower Pocket Flap Width
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D-6322 D-6323

D-6321D-6320 D-6324 D-6325

Coin Pocket Style

No coin pocket
Coin pocket position:right inner
 coin pocket inside lower pocket

Coin pocket position:Attached 
coin pocket inner right side 
of lower pocket

Coin pocket position:coin 
pocket in the big pocket

Coin pocket position:left inner 
coin pocket inside lower pocket

Coin pocket position:Coin pockets 
on both sides of lower pockets
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D-64NO D-64N1 D-64N7 D-64N8

D-64M1D-64N2 D-64N3

Back Vent Style

Back vents:No vent Back vents:Central vent

Back vents:back side vents Back vents:Side vent with side vent belt

Back vents:No back vent with 
belt(2m long)and 2 belt loops 
on waist sideseam

Back vents:central vent with 
belt(2m long) and 2 belt loops 
on waist sideseam

Back vents:no vent with fashion 
accordion pleat on back

D-64M0

Back vents:Fashion accordion 
pleat with center vent
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D-64M2 D-64M3

D-64M4 D-64VO

D-64V1 D-64V2

D-64V3 D-64TO

Back vents:accordion pleats, double vents Back vents:accordion pleats, 
double vents and vent strap

Back vents:back blind 
pleat with central vent

Back vents:blind pleat with double vents

Back vents:accordion pleats 
with waist strap, double vents

Back vents:Back blind pleat with no vent Back vents:blind pleat with 
double vents and vent strap

Back vents:T split back, no vent
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D-64T1 D-64T2

D-64N9 D-64YO

D-64Y1 D-64Y2

D-64Y3 D-64WO

Back vents:back T shape 
split with central vent

Back vents:T split back
 with double vents

Back vents:Y shape splited 
back with central vent

Back vents:Y split back 
with double vents

Back vents:back central 
vent with back shoulder pleat

Back vents:Y shape splited 
back with no vent

Back vents:Y split back, 
with double vents and vent strap

Back vents:W split back, no vent



D-64W1 D-64W2

D-64W3 D-64HO

D-64H1 D-64H2

D-64H3 D-64H4

Back vents:W split back 
with double vents

Back vents:W split 
back with vent

Back vents:Back belt 
with single vent

Back belt with side vent

Back vents:W split back with 
double vents and vent strap Back vents:Back belt with no vent

Back vents:back with waist strap 
double vents with vent strap

Back vents:Back Belts(5cm width,
jointed in middle), center vent

D-64NH
Center vent back stomach

part horizontal connect



D-64XO

D-64X1 D-64X2

D-64X3 D-64X4

D-64X7 D-64X8

D-64X5 D-64Y5 D-64Y4

Single vent with back with pleat, waist strap 
and double vents

back with pleat, 
waist strap no vent

waistband back width 5cm, 
extension on Left and right, 
button and buttonhole

Waistband width 5cm, 
extension on left and right, 
button and buttonhole

back with pleat, waist strap 
and double vents, vent strap

T split back, with pleat and 
strap,double vents with vent strap

back belt with crossed 
buttoning extender

Y shape split,adding waist 
belt with single vent

Y shape split,adding waist 

belt with no vent

 pleat and vent belt

D-64XS
Side vent make with buttonhole

and button on center



D-64X6 D-64H5D-64V4

D-64NC
D-64TC

D-64M5

D-64T3

D-64ND D-64XG

D-64NG

Removable pleat on the back,
with buttoning waist tab and 
overlapped sward shape head,
single vent on the back

T split back, with pleat 
and strap,double vents 
with vent strap

T split back,with 
waist tab,single vent

T split back, with double 
vents with vent strap

Single vent,with 2 thread tab on 
back waist position,adding waist belt same time

central vent,pointed movable 
gusset with button and 
buttonhole

"ÿ" split back, no vent
ÿno banck central seemÿ

accordion pleats, 

with waist tab,single vent

single vent,with pointed 
tab and button(except the 
length of vent less than 15cm)

back with movable pleats,
add overlapped extender,waist 

tab only with buttonÿ waist tab width 7cmÿ,
single vent



D-65C1

D-65C5 D-65M4

D-65P3

D-65T2

D-65R1
D-65U8

D-65M6

Lining and bottom style

full lining\round buttom
1/4 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal straight bottom

1/3 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal straight bottom

1/2 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal straight bottom

full lining\straight buttom 1/2 lining,Pick stitch on 
lining inseamÿNormal straight bottom

1/2lining,pick stitching on 
lining inseam,binding placket 
with square bottom

1/3 lining,Pick stitch on 
lining inseamÿNormal straight bottom
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D-65M8 D-65P7

D-65T6 D-65U4

D-65V9
1/2 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal round bottom

1/3 lining,Pick stitch on lining 
inseamÿNormal round bottom

No lining(having sleeve lining) 
with pipings traight bottom

1/3 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal round bottom

1/4 lining,Binding inseam,
Normal round bottom
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D-6701 D-6702

D-6703

D-6704

D-6705

D-6706

D-6707

Inner facing A Inner facing B inner facing D full face

Inner facing C Inner facing E Slant facing, angle 45

Inner facing
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D-6130

D-6131

D-6132

D-6133

D-6134

D-6135

D-6136

Inner facing

Inner facing A 
with hidden placket

Inner facing B 
with hidden placket

Inner facing D
 with hidden placket

Inner facing F 
(only 1/3 and 1/4 or without lining can choose,
all buttons in the hidden placket

Inner facing C with hidden placket Inner facing E with hidden placket 45 angle slanted inner facing,all buttons in the hidden placket
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D-6139 D-6140
D-6143 D-6144

D-6141 D-6142
D-6145

Inner facing A,one clear button,
the rest hidden placket

Inner facing B,one clear button
,the rest hidden placket

Inner facing E,one clear button,
the rest hidden placket

only 1/3 and 1/4 or without lining can choose),
one clear button,the rest hidden placket

Inner facing F 

Inner facing C,one clear button,
the rest hidden placket

Inner facing D,one clear button,
the rest hidden placket 45 angle slanted inner facing,one clear button,the rest hidden placket
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D-6850

D-6851

Right waist part embroidery,
 48cm vertical down from
 right neck shoulder point:No

Right waist part embroidery,
48cm vertical down from right neck
shoulder point:With inner pic stitch

D-685A  inner stitching thread color:Inner pic stitch colol :match fabirc
Inner pic stitch

D-685L    inner stitching thread color:Inner pic stitch match lining

D-685T   inner pic stitch collor:Inner pic stitck--customer appionted

Inner pic stitch collor
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D-6852

D-6854

D-6855

Facing piping style

placket piping

piping of inner facing
customer appointed fabric

piping of inner facing 
on the back of customer
appointed fabric

no piping in facing

D-685D Piping lining mach fabric
D-685E Piping lining mach Lining
D-685F Piping color customer appointed
D-685G Piping-the opposite of customer appointed

D-658A Lap seam for shoulder seam, back center seam, 
       back sideseam, sleeve inside and outside seam

D-658B Back center seam,back side seam,Lap Seam on side panel

Piping color

Seam Style

D-6853
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D-6570 D-658D

D-6571

D-6572 D-6573

D-6584D-6585 D-6598

no pic stitch 0.3cm pic stitch on lapel only

front, collar, pocket flap,
chest pocket 0.3 top stitching

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on front lapel
collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve outseam,shouder seam,sleeve slit edge

0.3cm narrow pic stitch on all edges 0.3cm outside narrow pic
stitch for chest pocket and flaps

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on front lapel,
collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,sleeve
outseam,sleeve slit edge

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on front (including lapel)
collar,chest pocket,sleeve outseam,shoulder seam, 

sleeve slit

Pic stitch style
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D-6586

0.3CM

D-6577

D-6576

D-657D D-6578D-657E

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on front lapel,
collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,shouder 
seam,sleeve slit edge

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on front lapel
collar,pocket flap,chest pocket
sleeve slit edge

0.8cm wide pic stitch on front
collar, flap, breast pocket
 and sleeve vent

0.8cm wide pic stitch on all seam

0.3*0.8cm double pick stitch on all edges 0.8cm outside wide pic stitch
for chest pocket and flaps
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D-6587 D-6588

D-6589

0.8CM

D-6580 D-658C

D-6581 D-6582

0.8cm narrow pick stitch on front 
lapel,collar,pocket flap,
chest pocket,sleeve outseam,
sleeve slit edge

0.8cm narrow pick stitch on 
front lapel,collar,pocket flap,
chest pocket,sleeve outseam,
shouder seam,sleeve slit edge

front, collar, pocket flap,chest pocket, 
shoulder,sleeve slit 0.8 stitching

front, collar, pocket flap, 
chest pocket 0.8 top stitching

front, collar, pocket flap, 
chest pocket 0.8 top stitching

front, collar, pocket flap,chest pocket, 
sleeve slit,back center 0.8 stitching

seam allowance 0.8cm top stitch
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D-659GD-6581 D-659G

front, collar, pocket flap,chest pocket, 
sleeve slit,back center 0.8 stitching

Only collar without stitching, 
front(include lapel),pocket flap, 
chest pocket, chest dart, sleeve outside seam, 
sleeve vent, back side and center seams, 
shoulder seam, front and back 
arm hole with 1.5cm stitching

Only collar without stitching, 
front(include lapel),pocket flap, 
chest pocket, chest dart, sleeve outside seam, 
sleeve vent, back side and center seams, 
shoulder seam, front and back arm hole with 1.5cm stitching
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D-6575 C-6583

D-6592 D-6596

D-6593 D-6591

0.3cm pic stitch 
on shoulder seam

0.8cm top stitch 
on shoulder seam

0.8cm wide pic 
stitch on shoulder seam

0.3cm wide pic 
stitch on shoulder seam

Shoulder seam outside pic stitch/top stitch

Shoulder seam with 
0.3cm narrow top stitch

Shoulder seam with 0.8cm 
outside wide top stitch
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D-6608 D-65Q7

D-65Q8 D-65Q9

D-65Q1 D-65Q2 D-65Q3

D-65Q4 D-65Q5 D-65Q6

pick stitch\top stitch styles on 
forepart of the armhole:the front 
and behind of the armhole 0.3cm narrow pick stitch

pick stitch\top stitch styles on forepart of the armhole

pick stitch\top stitch styles on 
forepart of the armhole:the front and behind 
of the armhole 0.8cm wide pick stitch

0.3cm top stitch on both forepart 
and back side of the armhole

0.8cm wide top stitch on both forepart 
and back side of the armhole

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on 
forepart of the armhole

big stitch/0.3cm narrow pick 
stitch on forepart of the armhole

0.8cm wide pick stitch on 
forepart of the armhole

big stitch/0.8cm pick stitch 
on forepart of the armhole

0.3cm narrow top stitch on 
forepart of the armhole

0.8cm wide top stitch on 
forepart of the armhole
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D-65H4

D-65H1 D-65H2 D-65H3

D-65H5

pick stitch\top stitch styles on forepart of the armhole

0.3cm narrow pick stitch on 
back side of armhole

big stitch /0.3cm pick stitch on 
back side of armhole,

0.3cm wide pick stitch on 
back side of armhole

0.3cm narrow top stitch on 
back side of armhole

0.3cm wide top stitch on 
back side of armhole

top stiching \ Exterior pic stitch color

D-657A-match fabirc

D-657T-Pic stitching--customer appointed color
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D-65L0 D-65L1 D-65L2

D-65L3
D-65L6

D-65L4 D-65L5
collar, front including lapel 
no pic stitch

0.3cm pic stitching on collar, 
front and lapel

0.3cm pic stitching on collar, 
front and lapel, big needle

Pic stitch on lapel and front style

Collar,front(including lapel) 
with 0.8cm pic stitch

Collar,front(including lapel) with 0.8cm top stitch

Collar,front(including lapel) 

big needle sewing 0.8cm pic stitch
0.3cm top stitching on collar, front and lapel

collar\lapel\front pic stitch color

D-657U-collar,lapel and front pic stitch(top stitch)-customer appointed
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D-65Z1 D-65Z2

D-65Z3 D-65Z4

D-65Z5 D-65Z6

Pic stitch on center back seam

0.3cm pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom) Back center seam(to bottom)large 
needle,0.3cm narrow pic stitch

0.8cm pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom) Back center seam(to bottom)0.3cm top stitch

0.8cm top stitch on back center seam(to bottom) Back center seam(to bottom)large
needle,0.8cm wide pic stitch
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D-65W1 D-65W2 D-65W3

D-65W4 D-65W5

D-6574 D-6594 D-6579

D-6595 D-6590

back inseam(to bottom)
0.3cm pic stitching

Back side seam(to bottom)
large needle,0.3cm narrow 
pic stitching

back inseam(to bottom)
0.8cm wide pic stitching

Back side seam(to bottom)
0.3cm narrow pic stitching

Back side seam(to bottom)
0.8cm wide pic stitching

Pic stitching/top stich option on side seam

Narrow pick stitch 
0.3cm on sleeve 
outseam(to stuff)

Narrow exterior pic 
stitch 0.3cm on sleeve 
outseam (to cuff)

Wide pick stitch 0.8cm 
on sleeve outseam(to stuff)

Narrow Top stitch 
0.3cm on Sleeve 
Outseam(to stuff)

wide top stitch 0.8cm 
on sleeve outseam(to stuff)

Pic stitch on sleeve outseam
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D-659A D-6597 D-659B

D-659C

D-65S1 D-65S2 D-65S3

D-65S4 D-65S5

no outer pic stitch 
on breast pocket

0.3cm pic stitch 
on breast pocket

0.8cm wide top 
stitch on breast pocket

0.8cm wide pic stitch 
on breast pocket

Pic stitch on breast pocket

0.3m pick stitch 
on front chest dart

front dart big 
0.3 pic stitch

0.8cm pick stitch 
on front chest dart

front dart 0.3
 pic stitch

front dart 0.8 
pic stitch

Pic stitch on front dart
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D-65D0 D-65D1
D-65D2

D-65D3
D-65D4 D-65D5

D-65X0 D-65X1 D-65X2

D-65X3
D-65X4 D-65X5

Pocket flap 
no pic stitch

Pocket flap 
0.15cm pic stitch

Pocket flap rough 
stitch, 0.3cm pic stitch

Pocket flap 
0.8cm pic stitch

Pocket flap 
0.3cm top stitch

Pocket flap
0.8cm top stitch

Pocket flap outside pick stitch/top stitch

Sleeve slit without 
external pick stitch

Sleeve slit 0.3cm narrow 
outside pick stitch

Sleeve big stitch size, 
0.3cm narrow pick stitch

Sleeve slit 0.8cm 
pick stitch

Sleeve slit 0.3cm 
narrow top stitch

Sleeve slit 0.8cm 
wide top stitch

Sleeve slit outside pick stitch/top stitch
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D-65K0 D-65K1 D-65K2

D-65K3 D-65K4
D-65K5

D-65K7 D-65K8

No pic stitch 
on back vent

Back vent 0.3cm 
narrow pic stitching

Back vent Large needle,
0.3cm narrow pic stitch

0.8cm pic stitch on back vent Back vent 0.3cm 
narrow top stitch

Back vent 0.8cm 
wide top stitch

Pic stitching/top stich option on back vent

Top stitch on 
top of vent(s)

Pic stitch on 
top of vent(s)

Pic stitching/top stich option on back vent
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D-660B

Point epaulet with button and 
rounded buttonhole

D-660D

Pointed epaulet with button

Epaulet

D-660E

Rounded epaulet with button and 
rounded buttonhole

D-660F

Rounded epaulet buttonhole

D-6X12
No epaulet

D-660G
Pointed epaulet with rounded button, 
buttonhole and belt loop

D-660Q
Pointed epaulet with rounded button and buttonhole, and beltloop

2.5cm from belt loop to armhole, and fix in the center of shoulder side seam
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D-6609 D-6610

Rounded elbow pad

D-660J No shoulder pad
D-66A6 Customer appointed shoulder pad - 

Shoulder pad

Elbow pad

Oval elbow pad

Elbow pad fabric

D-66A5 Customer appointed elbow pad-

D-66A6 Customer appointed elbow pad using the reverse - 

D-670B Small body lateral cut

Small body fabric
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Shoulder patch

D-66Z1

Left shoulder with arch patch
D-66Z2

Right shoulder with arch patch

D-66Z3

Left and right shoulder with arch patch

D-66Z4
Left shoulder arch patch with 
button and buttonhole

D-66Z5

Right shoulder with arch gusset 
button and buttonhole

D-66Z6

Left and right arc shoulder patch 
with button and buttonhole

D-66Z7

Left shoulder with gun patch

D-66Z8
Right shoulder with gun patch
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D-66Z9

Left and right shoulder pic stitch
left and right shoulder patch

D-66Z0
The right shoulder square shape
round corner patched cloth with 
buttonhole and buttons

D-66ZA

Left and right shoulder with pointed patch

D-66ZC

Square shape round corner patch 
with button&buttonhole 
on both left and right shoulder

D-66ZF

Left and right shoulder 
with pointed flexible patch,
button and buttonhole
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D-66S1  

D-66S2  

D-66S5  

D-665Q

D-665M

Special patch pic stitch style

Shoulder special patch with pic stitch
Shoulder special patch without pic stitch

Shoulder special patch fabric style

Shoulder special patch customer appointed fabric-

Lapel fabric style

Lapel fabric customer appointed-
Lapel uses back side of customer
appointed fabric-



D-6611

D-6614D-6613

D-661C D-6612

D-661D

D-6615
D-6616 D-661F

D-661N D-66X6 D-662H

Sleeve slit style

Normal sleeve
slit,normal
buttonholes

Normal sleeve
slit,normal slanted
buttonhole

Real slit, real
buttonholes

Real sleeve slit real
slanted buttonhol

No sleeve slit, no
buttonhole

Normal sleeve slit
without button and
buttonhole

Real sleeve slit without
button and buttonhole

Real sleeve slit,
unfinished cuff,
without button and
buttonhole

Normal sleeve slit
without button and
buttonhole/decorating
hand stitch fixed on cuff

Real sleeve slit,
without button and
buttonhole,temporary
fix by hand

Real sleeve slit
with double-faced
sleeve vent and
real buttonhole

Real sleeve slit
with single-faced
sleeve vent and
no buttonhole
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D-66X7 D-66X8 D-66X9

D-6961 D-6962 D-6963

D-6964 D-6965 D-6966

D-661R
D-6617 D-6618

Real sleeve slit, real
buttonhole with one
side sleeve vent

Real sleeve slit, real 
slant buttonhole with
double-faced sleeve
vent 

Real sleeve slit, real
slant buttonhole,with 
single-faced sleeve
vent

Real sleeve slit no
buttonhole with customer 
appoint double-faced 
finished sleeve vent-

Real sleeve slit, real 
buttonhole with customer 
appoint double-faced 
finished sleeve vent

Real sleeve slit no 
buttonhole with 
customer appoint 
single-faced finished 
sleeve vent

Real sleeve slit, real
buttonhole with customer
appoint single-faced
finished sleeve vent-

Real sleeve slit, real
buttonhole with customer
appoint single-faced
finished sleeve vent-

Real sleeve slit, real
slant buttonhole with
customer appoint
single-faced finished
sleeve vent-

Real sleeve slit,no
button & buttonhole, 
with customer appoint
double-faced finished
sleeve vent-

Split sleeve, cuff with 
trapezoid round tab, 
button and buttonhole

Split sleeve, cuff with
trapezoid square tab,
button and buttonhole
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D-6620 D-661G D-661H D-661J

D-661K D-661L D-661M

D-661W D-661X

D-661Y

Split sleeve, cuff with
trapezoid pointed tab,
button and buttonhole

No sleeve slit,
pointed sleeve tab
with button and
buttonhole

No sleeve slit,
pointed sleeve 
tab with button

No sleeve slit,
square tap and
button

No sleeve slit,
rounded sleeve
tab,buttonhole 
and button

No sleeve slit,
square sleeve
tab,buttonhole 
and button

No sleeve slit,
rounded sleeve
tab with button

No sleeve slit
without buttonhole,
10.2 turn up the
outside of cuff with
one large button

No sleeve slit without
buttonhole, 3.8 turn
up the outside of cuff
with one large button

No sleeve slit without
buttonhole, 7.6 turn up
the outside of cuff with
one large button

Split sleeve from front 
sleeve head,Cuff with 
trapezoid squared tab, 
buttons&buttonholes

Split sleeve from front 
sleeve head,Cuff with 
trapezoid rounded tab, 
buttons&buttonholes

Split sleeve from front 
sleeve head,Cuff with 
trapezoid pointed tab, 
buttons&buttonholes

No sleeve slit,squared
sleeve tab,with button
and buttonhole, with
adjust button
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D-690A D-661E D-661S

D-661T D-66BH

no sleeve vent, square sleeve tab

with round buttonhole and belt loop

Real slit,
round imitation buttonhole

No sleeve slit, 
no button and buttonhole

Real slit
ÿimitation buttonholesÿ
button sewn on imitation 
buttonholes to fix the slit

no sleeve vent,
point sleeve tab

D-66GA

Real opening buttonhole slanted
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D-661Q

D-692B

D-6925

D-6926

D-6927

D-692A

D-66B1

D-66B2 

D-66B3  

D-66B5

4

3

2

1

Cuff Style

British style hem cuff

Sleeve vent style
sleeve vent with lining
sleeve vent with fabric
sleeve vent slit customer appoint

Sleeve Vent Grosgrain-
opposite of customer appointed

The fabric for hem

cuff hem using guest specified fabric

the first cuff buttonhole style

first sleeve buttonhole customer appointed

The second cuff buttonhole style

The second sleeve buttonhole customer appointed

the third cuff buttonhole style

The third sleeve buttonhole customer appointed

the forth cuff buttonhole style

The forth sleeve buttonhole customer appointed
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D-6624

Sleeve button-3
plain button

D-6625

3 kissing sleeve
buttons

D-6626

No sleeve button

Sleeve button

D-6621

Four flat sleeve
button

D-6622

Four overlap

D-6623

Sleevebutton- 1
big button

D-6629
Sleeve button-2
plain buttons

5

4

3

2

1

D-6628
Five overlap
sleeve buttons

D-6627
Five flat sleeve
button

D-6630
Sleeve button-2
overlap buttons

D-69X5
2 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.3cm from
cuff edge

D-69X6
2 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.6cm from
cuff edge

D-69X4
4 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.6cm from
cuff edge

D-66A7
Sleeve button- 1

small button （24#）

D-662Y
2 sleeve buttons,last
button 3.0cm from
cuff edge

D-69X7
3 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.3cm from
cuff edge



Sleeve vent seam allowance

Remove extra corner fabricD-661A

Keep extra corner fabricD-661B

Sleeve button

D-69X8
3 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.6cm from
cuff edge

D-69X9
5 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.3cm from cuff
edge

D-66X1
Sleeve button-6
plain buttons

D-662Z
Sleeve button-6
overlap buttons

D-69X0
5 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.6cm from
cuff edge

D-69X3
4 sleeve buttons,last
button 0.3cm from cuff
edge
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D-6632 D-6633

D-6634 D-6635

D-665C

绸缎包扣

D-663A

Button styles

Nut button Horn button

Shell button
Fabric covered button

C-6638  Buttons customer appointed-

Sleeve buttonhole style

D-6619 Last sleeve buttonhole thread customer specified--

Sleeve buttonhole size

D-6928 Last sleeve buttonhole 0.6cm larger than others

Sleeve buttonholes color

D-66C1  Sleeve buttonhole thread match body fabric

D-66C2 Sleeve buttonhole thread customer appointed-
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D-6711 D-6714

D-6715

Lining color

Lining color match body fabric Customer appointed lining --

Customer appointe lining to use reverse side 

Customer appoint  sleeve lining to use reverse side-

Inner pocket bartacks color

D-686A  Inner pocket bartacks--match body fabric

D-686C  Inner pocket bartacks-match inner pic stitch--

D-686L   Inner pocket bartacks--match lining color

D-686T   Inner pocket bartacks-customer appointed-
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D-6721 D-6723

D-6724

Sleeve lining color

Sleeve lining match body fabric white stripped sleeve lining

Customer appointed sleeve lining
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汗托形式

D-6745D-6742 D-6746

D-6748 D-6749 D-6750

D-6747

D-6751

D-6752 D-6753 D-6754

small triangle shape 
lining sweat pad

round lining 
sweat pad

rounded lining sweat 
pad with pic stitch

round fabric 
sweat pad

U shape fabric 
sweat pad

U Shape fabric sweat pad,
with pic stitch on the edge

U Shape lining 
sweat pad with piping

rounded fabric sweat 
pad with pic stitch

Round fabric sweat 
pad with piping

U shape lining 
sweat pad

U Shape lining sweat 
pad with pic stitch
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里袋形式

D-6801 D-6802

D-6803 D-6804 D-6808

D-6805 D-6806

Normal inner pocketsÿStandard left inner pocket,
triangle right inner pocket with buttonhole,right 
inner pocket with space,standard pen pocket,left 

lower name card pocketÿ

MP3 pocketsÿStandard left inner pocket,triangle 
right inner pocket with buttonhole,right inner 
pocket with space,standard pen pocket,left lower 
name card pocket,MP3 packetÿ

No inner pocketPatch inner pocket(Left patch inner pocket,
right patch inner pocket,no pen pocket,no 
left lower name card pocket)

fashion inner pocket( regular left pocket, 
Double Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button right 
pocket, right pocket with space,left phone 
pocket ,right and left card pocket)

Simple pockets (regular left pocket, 
Double Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button 
right pocket, right pocket with space)

inside pockets AÿDouble Besom W/Loop & 
Button left inside pocket, Double Besom 
W/Loop & Button right inside pocket, regular 
pen pocket, left lower card pocket, right pocket with space)

pocket:inside pockets BÿDouble Besom W/Triangle Loop 
& Button left inside pocket, Double Besom W/Triangle 
Loop & Button right inside pocket, regular pen pocket, 
left lower card pocket, right pocket with space)
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D-6809

D-680A

D-680B
D-680C

D-680E

D-680D

D-680F

D-680G

inside pockets C(Double Besom W/ Tab & Button 
left pocket, Double Besom W/ Tab & Button right 
pocket, regular pen pocket, left lower card 
pocket, right pocket with space)

inside pockets C(Double Besom W/ Tab & 
Button left pocket, Double Besom W/ Tab 
& Button right pocket, left lower card 
pocket, drop shape pen pocket,right 
pocket with space)

inside pockets G(Double Besom W/Triangle Loop 
& Button left inside pocket, Double Besom 
W/Triangle Loop & Button right inside pocket, 
right pocket with space, right cell pocket, 
regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket)

inner pockets H(Double Besom W/ Tab & 
Button left pocket, Double Besom W/ 
Tab & Button right pocket, right cell 
pocket, regular pen pocket, left lower 
card pocket, right pocket with space)

inside pockets E(regular left pocket, Double 
Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button right pocket, 
right pocket with space, regular pen pocket, 
left lower card pocket, right cell pocket)

inside pockets F(Double Besom W/Loop & Button 
left inside pocket, Double Besom W/Loop & 
Button right inside pocket, right pocket with 
space, right cell pocket, regular pen pocket, 
left lower card pocket)

inside pocket J(Double Besom W/ Tab & Button 
left pocket, Double Besom W/ Tab & Button 
right pocket, right pocket with space, right 
cell pocket, drop shape pen pocket, left lower
 card pocket)

inside pocket K(Double Besom W/Loop & Button 
left inside pocket, Double Besom W/Loop & 
Button right inside pocket, right pocket with 
space, regular pen pocket, left lower card 
pocket, MP3 pocket)



Inside pocket P(regular left inside
pocket, Double Besom W/Triangle Flap
& Button right pocket, no space pocket,
regular pen pocket, left lower card

pocket, right cell pocket)

Inside pocket S(regular left inside pocket,
Double Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button
right pocket,right cell pocket, Drop shape

pen pocket, left lower card pocket )

Inside pocket L(Double Besom W/Triangle
Loop & Button left inside pocket, Double
Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button right
inside pocket,right pocket with space,
regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket,

MP3 pocket)

D-680H

Inside pocketM(Double Besom W/Loop
& Button left inside pocket, Double
Besom W/Loop & Button right inside
pocket, right pocket with space, drop
shape pen pocket, left lower card pocket,

MP3 pocket)

D-680J

Inner pockets N(Double Besom W/ Tab &
Button left pocket, Double Besom W/ Tab
& Button right pocket, right pocket with
space, left lower card pocket, drop shape

pen pocket, MP3 pocket)

D-680K D-680L

Inside pocket Q(Double Besom W/Loop &
Button left inside pocket, Double Besom
W/Loop & Button right insider pocket, right
cell pocket, regular pen pocket, left lower

card pocket)

D-680M Inside pocket R(Double Besom W/Triangle
Loop & Button left inside pocket, Double
Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button right
insider pocket, right cell pocket, regular pen

pocket, left lower card pocket )

D-680N

D-680P

Inside pocket T(Double Besom W/Triangle
Loop & Button left inside pocket, Double
Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button right inside
pocket, drop shape pen pocket, right cell

pocket, left lower card pocket )

D-680Q
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Inside pocket U(Double Besom W/ Tab &
Button left pocket, Double Besom W/ Tab
& Button right pocket,drop shape pen
pocket, right cellphone pocket, left lower

card pocket)

D-680R

Inside pocket V(Double Besom W/ Tab
& Button left pocket, Double Besom W/
Tab & Button right pocket,  left&right
cellphone pockets, right pocket with

space, left/right lower card pockets)

D-680S

Inside pocket W(Double Besom W/Loop
& Button left inside pocket, Double Besom
W/Loop & Button right inside pocket,
left&right cellphone pockets, right pocket

with space,  left/right lower card pockets )

D-680T D-680X

Inside pocket combination(normal left inner
pocket,right inner pocket
w/button&trangle,no space pocket,right
phone pocket,MP3 pocket,left bottom name

card pocket,drop shape left pen pocket)
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Left inside pockets style

No left inner pocket
D-6810

Standard left

inner pocket

D-6811

Standard left inner pocket
D-681A

Left standard inner pocket
with  diamond flap

D-681B
Left inner pocket with
button and opposite
triangle

D-6812

Left inner pocket
w/button&triangle

D-6813

D-6815D-6814

Left inner breast pocket with
triangle tab,loop&button

Standard left inner
pocket with button

D-6816

D-6817

Left patch  inner
breast pocket

Left inner breasted pocket
with pointed tab and
button through

D-68L2

Left lining pocket with
square tab&button

D-68L3

Round tab&button on left
lining pocket
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D-68L4 D-68L1

90

D-68L5

D-68L6 D-68L7 D-68L8

D-68L9 D-68Z1
D-68Z2

D-68L0

left inner breast 
pocket with triangle tab

Left standard inner 
pocket with button

left standard inner 
pocket with button on 
diamond flap

Left standard inner 
pocket with button

left patch inner breast 
pocket with button&buttonhole

left patch inner breast pocket 
with pointed tab and button

left patch inner breast 
pocket with sauqre tab and button

left patch inner breast 
pocket with round tab and button

left patch breast pocketwith 
normal flap,button and buttonhole

Left inner pocket 
with zipper
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D-6825D-6824

D-6821D-6820
D-682A

D-682B
D-6822 D-6823

D-6826

D-6827 D-68R2 D-68R3

No right inner pocket
Standard right inner 
pocket

Right standard inner 
pocket with flap

Right standard inner 
pocket with diamond flap

right inner pocket with 
button and opposite triangle Right inner pocket 

w/button&triangle

Right inner pocket 
w/loop&button

right inner breast pocket 
with triangle tab,loop&button

right patch inner 
breast pocket

Right inner breasted pocket 
with point tab and button through

Right lining pocket 
with square tab&button

Round tab&button on right 
lining pocket

Right Inside Pocket
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D-68R1 D-68R4 D-68R5

D-68R6 D-69L2 D-69L3

D-69L4

D-69L5 D-69L6

D-69L0

Right standard inner 
pocket with button

right inner breast 
pocket with triangle tab

Right standard inner pocket 
with button on diamond flap

Right standard inner 
pocket with button on flap

right patch inner breast 
pocket with button&buttonhole

right patch inner breast 
pocket with tab and button

right patch inner breast 
pocket with sauqre tab and button

right patch inner breast 
pocket with round tab and button

right patch breast pocketwith 
normal flap,button and buttonhole

right inside pocket with zipper
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D-6731 D-6732

D-6733

Inner pocket besome 

inside pocket besome use lining inside pocket use fabric

inside pocket besome use fabric--

inner fabric of inside pocket 

inner fabric of inside pocket use fabric--

686X:the fabric of inner pocket button nose
686U:inside pocket button tab with jacket lining
686V:Inner pocket tab with fabric
68A2:Inner pocket flap with fabric
68A3:Inner pocket flap with specify fabric--
68A4:Inner pocket flap with fabric, body lining edge piping
68A7:Inner pocket flap with fabric, lining edge piping
68A8:Inner pocket flap with fabric, flap with piping--
68A5:customer appoint the fabric for trimmed triangle
68A6:Triangle fabric of inner pocket-customer appointed-
686Y:inner pocket Triangle use fabric
686Z:inner pocket Triangle use lining
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D-6834

D-6831 D-6832

D-6833

D-60S3
D-69S4

Space in inner pocket style

space in right inner pocket space in left inner pocket

space in left & right inner pocket

No space in inner pocket

Front packet style

Right on top Both right and left can on top
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D-6840 D-6841 D-6842

D-684H

6cm 3cm

口袋深度为

D-6843 D-684F

D-68U2 D-684C D-684D

D-684G

D-6844

D-684M

Left pen pocket Right pen pocket

none pen pocket Standard pen pocket water drop left pen pocket

water drop left pen pocket left mobile phone 
pocket

Left pen pocket

no right pen pocket
standard right pen 
pocket

water drop right 
pen pocket

right mobile phone 
pocket

phone pocket width

684W--Phone pocket fabirc cutomer appointed-

drop shape right pen pocket

Phone pocekt width

Phone pocket fabric

684Q : phone pocket besome use fabric-

Phone pocket besome fabric 

69P6-- phone pocket besome use lining
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D-68N1
D-68N4 D-68N7

D-684K
D-6849

D-68N3

D-6848 D-6845 D-684J

D-68N6

Name card pocket

No name card pocket Left lower name card 
pocket

left name card pocket with 
pointed tab/button and buttonhole

left lower big name card pocket
Point tab(made with fabric) with 
button and buttonhole

left lower big name card pocket
Round tab(made with fabric) 
with button and buttonhole

left lower big name card pocket
Point tape(made with fabric) 
with button and buttonhole

left lower big name card pocket
Point tape(made with fabric) 
with button and buttonhole

Left and right name 
card pocket

left and right big name card pocket
Round tab(made with fabric) with 
button through left&right card pockets

left and right big name card pocket
Point tab(made with fabric) with 
button through left&right card pockets
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D-68N9

D-684N

D-684Y

D-6846 D-68N2 D-68N5

D-68N8 D-684L

D-684A

Inner pocket flap with fabric
body lining edge piping

left and right big name card 
pocketwith square tab(made with fabric) 
with button through left&right card pockets

Left and right patch
(fabric)name card pocket

left and right big name card pocket
Point tape(made with fabric) 
with button through left&right card pockets

Right lower name card pocket
Point tab(made with fabric)
with button through right card 
pockets(25cm width,24cm depth)

Round tab(made with fabric)
with button through right card 
pockets(25cm width,24cm depth)

Square tab(made with fabric)
with button through right card 
pockets(25cm width,24cm depth)

Point tape(made with fabric)
with button through right card 
pockets(25cm width,24cm depth)

Right lower Card Pocket
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D-6847

D-6860
D-6861

D-6862

D-6863 D-6864

MP3 Pocket Style

MP3 pocket

Color of MP3 pocekt 

686D  Color for MP3 Pocket- customer appoint

inner pocket bartack

inner pocket No bartack I shape bartack for 
inner pockets

D shape bartack 
for inner pockets

dot bartack for inner pockets X bartack for inner pockets



Brand label position

D-6870  No brand label

D-6871  Brand label 5cm below left pen pocket (10cm below inner pocket)-
D-6875  Brand label under left business card pocket-
D-6876  Brand label 2cm above right inner pocket-
D-687S  Brand label 10cm below right inner breast pocket-
D-68S1  Brand label above left business card pocket-
D-68S2  Brand label 2cm above left inner breast pocket-
D-68S3  Brand lablel above right name card pocket-

Fabric label position

Name label position

D-687H  No fabric label
D-6872  Fabric label below right inside pocket 10cm ,below inner
pocket 10cm-
D-6877  Fabric label 5cm below left pen pocket
D-687C  Fabric label 2cm above the left inner pocket-
D-6879  Fabric label 2cm above right inside pocket-
D-687F  Fabric label above left name card pocket
D-687G  Fabric label below left name card pocket-
D-68M1  Fabric label  is above the right name card pocket -
D-68M2  Fabric label  is below the right name card pocket -

D-687A  No name label
D-6873  Name label 2cm above left inner breast pocket
D-6878  Name label 10cm below right inner pocket
D-687B  Name label 2cm above right inner pocket
D-68K1  Name label 10cm below left inner pocket
D-68K2  Name label above left name card pocket
D-68K3  Name label below left name card pocket
D-68K4  Name label above right name card pocket
D-68K5  Name label below right name card pocket
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D-687Nÿno care label
D-687Pÿcare label in the left inner pocket
D-687Rÿcare label on sideseam 5cm under left armhole
D-687Tÿcare label 5cm under left armhole

Name label collar felt
Embroider on fabric above left inner  pocket(Forbidden on inner facing A straight facing)
Embroider on lining above left inner  pocket
Embroider on fabric above right inner pocket(Forbidden on inner facing A straight facing)
Embroider on lining above right inner pocket
Embroider inside of left lower pocket flap
Embroider inside of right lower pocket
Embroider outside left inner pocket flap
Embroider outside right inner pocket flap
Embroider on left inner pocket curtain
Embroider on right inner pocket curtain
Embroider on a small piece of fabric and sew between left pen pocket and left inner pocket
Customer name embroidered on 999 label
Embroider on brand label
Embroider above left name-card pocket
Embroider below left name-card pocket
Embroider above right name-card pocket
Embroider below right name-card pocket

Embroider above 2cm lining left name-card pocket

Embroider above 2cm lining right name-card pocket

Customer Monogram position

The positon of care label

The positon of care label

D-687N no care label
D-687P care label in the left inner pocket
D-687R care label on sideseam 5cm under left armhole
D-687T care label 5cm under left armhole



D-6881 D-6882

D-6883 D-6884

D-6885

D-688C

D-688D

D-688E

Care lable location

D-087N  No care label
D-087P  Care label inside left inner pocket
D-087R  Care label on sideseam 5cm under left armhole
D-087T  Care label 5cm under left armhole -

Silk hanger loop
above the collar

No collar tab

Blank slik collar tab
below the collar

Marked collar tab on
the collar

Marked collar tab
below the collar

Collar tab style

D-688A  Fabric tip above the collar
D-688G  Fabric tip below the collar
D-688B  Lining collar tab on the collar
D-688H  Lining collar tab below the collar
D-688J  customer request special fabric
for hanger loop above collar tab-
D-688K  Hanging loop under collar seam
with customer appointed fabric--
D-6887  Customer suplier hanger loop
above collar tab-
D-6888  Customer suplier hanger loop
under collar tab-

Origin label location

Origin label
under collar tab

Origin label on care label

No origin label

            label sewing thread
D-68B1  Customer appoint label sewing thread color
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 Fix label style

D-68C1  Fix label by hand

D-68C2  plain stitch brand label

Hangtag location

D-68F1  Customer appoint hangtag position-

Trim component showing

D-6675  Trim component showing on the care label-
D-68H4  Mark lining content in tag-
D-68H5  Mark the lining composition on tag and care label-

Mark the price on tag

D-68D1  Mark the price on tag-

Hang tag with finished garment size

D-68E1  Hang tag with finished garment size

Print the fabric information on tag

D-68H1 Print the fabric number on tag -

Fabric composition display

D-68H3  Print the fabric composition on tag-
D-687Q  Care label includes fabric composition-
D-68H2  Print the fabric composition on tag and care label-

D-68H8  Swing ticket/care label print special fabric number-

D-08H9  Customer appoint fabric number on washing label

Name label

D-68K0   Name label with customer appointed-
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Adjustment from half
back to bottom

D-6931  add 0.5cm from half back to bottom
D-6932  add 1.0cm from half back to bottom
D-6933  reduce 0.5cm from half back to bottom
D-6934  half back to botton reduce 1.0cm

Unspent fabric shipments

D-6950  Return unspent fabric

Dosing shipments

D-6953  Send one piece of fabric in size 5cmX5cm with the garment

Adjustment on sleeve cuff

D-6955  Cuff plus 1.0cm
D-6956  Cuff plus 2.0cm
D-6957  Cuff minus 1.0cm
D-6958  Cuff minus 2.0cm

D-6954  Extra buttons and thread send in spare envelope

  Canvas for the sideseam

D-69W8  Canvas for the sideseam

Handmade pic stitching

D-68U9 Handmade pic stitch

Back Vents adjustments

D-64K1  Minus 2cm on vent
D-64K2  Minus 4cm on vent
D-64K3  Minus 6cm on vent
D-64K7  Minus 8cm on vent
D-64K8  Minus 10cm on vent
D-64K4  Plus 2cm on vent
D-64K5  Plus 4cm on vent
D-64K6  Plus 6cm on vent
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